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Abstract 

A probabilistic lattice chart parser is proposed for 
improving the performance of a text recognition tech
nique. Digital images of words are recognized and al
ternatives for the identity of each are generated. Lo
cal word collocation statistics and a probabilistic chart 
parsing algorithm are used to determine the top N best 
parses for each sentence using the alternatives pro
vided for the identity of each word by the recognition 
system. In this paper, an approach in which text recog
nition and understanding are tightly integrated is dis
cussed. An objective of this approach is to provide 
the capability to process images of unrestricted En
glish text. A large-scale lexicon, which supports the 
system, was acquired by training on corpora of over 
three million words. This paper focuses on the imple
mentation and performance of the probabilistic lattice 
chart parser. 

Topic areas: visual text recognition and understand
mg, natural language parsing and word lattice pars
mg. 

1 Introduction 

The objective of visual text recognition is to trans
form an arbitrary image of text into its ASCII equiv
alent. This process is usually performed by recogniz
ing the images of isolated characters. Such methods 
are reliable for well-printed images. However, they do 
not work well for text that has been degraded such as 
multiple-generation photocopies or facsimiles. 

An alternative is to recognize images of words and 
to produce a set of alternatives for the identity of each 
word image. The performance of word recognition is 
reliable if measured over a reasonable number of al
ternatives. Accuracies of 85 percent correct in the top 
choice, but better than 99 percent correct in the top 
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ten choices have been reported for highly degraded 
machine-printed text ([5]). 

The integration of language-level contextual infor
mation with text recognition is one method that has 
been used to improve the accuracy of the top choice. 
The objective of such techniques is to reduce the num
ber of possible hypotheses, or at best, to select a most 
preferred hypothesis using language-level knowledge, 
such as lexical, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic 
knowledge. Previous approaches have utilized local 
word-to-word transitions [8]' statistical part-of-speech 
transitions [9]' word collocation constraints [14] and 
semantic constraints from a limited domain [1]. 

Theoretically, other techniques developed in nat
ural language understanding(NLU), such as parsing, 
can be integrated with text recognition. However, 
some problems in processing unrestricted English text 
are difficult to overcome. For example, a large-scale 
English lexicon which supports unrestricted English 
text understanding is difficult to build. 

Statistical and structural approaches have been 
combined to overcome some of the difficulties in ex
tending parsing techniques to unrestricted text ([4, 
13]). Automatic acquisition of lexical knowledge also 
has become a promising approach for building the 
large-scale lexicons needed by such techniques ([3]). 

Speech recognition is similar to visual word recog
nition. There have been several efforts to integrate 
NLU with speech recognition to improve its perfor
mance ([15]). However, these techniques face similar 
problems in processing text from outside a restricted 
domain. 

In this paper, we propose a methodology for inte
grating structural language analysis with word recog
nition to improve its top choice performance. A prob
abilistic lattice chart parser is described that uses syn
tactic and semantic constraints to find the best can
didate for each word image. 
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2 Algorithm Description 

Generally, there are two types of linguistic con
straints used in the system. One is local word colloca
tion in which the identity of a word is used to predict 
the identity of other nearby words ([2]). Global struc
tural constraints are also used. These include syntac
tic, semantic and pragmatic constraints. The global 
structural constraints are exploited with a chart pars
ing model. The chart data structure provides a flexible 
framework for parsing([ll, 16]). Statistical methods 
can be easily incorporated in a chart parser([13]). A 
chart parser can also be extended to a lattice parser 
which allows for several word candidates at the same 
position, and therefore can be directly used for speech 
recognition ([15]) and visual text recognition. The 
parser chooses the words on a path through the lattice 
that correspond to a legal sentence with the highest 
probability of being correct, given the sentences rep
resented in the lattice. 

In our approach (see Figure. 1), given a page of 
English text that has been segmented into sentences, a 
word recognition process generates a candidate list for 
each word image; next, a relaxation procedure reduces 
the top-n candidates for each image to the two best 
candidates by applying word collocation information; 
the top-2 lists for a sentence form a word lattice which 
is passed to the probabilistic lattice chart parser that 
builds all possible parse trees based on the reduced 
word lattice; finally, the word candidates that occur in 
the parse tree with the highest a posteriori probability 
are as well as the parse tree itself are output. 

DlglUzed Image of 
English Text 

Figure 1: Overall Design 

It is very time-consuming to manually build a large
scale English lexicon that can support an unrestricted 
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text understanding system. Automatic acquisition of 
lexical knowledge is a promising approach towards 
solving this problem([3]). Following this approach, we 
built an English lexicon by training on English text 
corpora that contain several million words. The cor
pora used are the entire Brown Corpus and part of the 
Penn Treebank. Currently, our lexicon has more than 
95,000 entries, with about 80,000 different words. For 
each word, we have statistical data about 1) its fre
quency; 2) it's potential part-of-speech tags and their 
frequencies; and 3) the words strongly collocated with 
it and their word collocation scores. The parser uses 
all of these data. 

The word recognition system generates the top-n 
candidates for each word image except for frequent 
function words, such as "a", "the" and "of'. For the 
function words, we assume they can be recognized 
correctly by a word image matching and clustering 
procedure([lO]). Thus, the function words are "is
lands" or words with identities that the parser can 
rely on. 

The relaxation algorithm works as a filter to reduce 
the top-n word candidates at each location to the top
m, where m < n. The basic idea of the relaxation al
gorithm is to use local word collocation constraints to 
select the word candidates that have a high probability 
of occurring simultaneously with word candidates at 
other nearby locations. The details of the relaxation 
algorithm can be found in [7]. 

3 Probabilistic Lattice Parser Based 
on Chart Data Structure 

There are 706 rules in the context-free grammar 
(CFG) that were written manually. For example, the 
following rules are typical. 

S <- S-BODY 
S-BODY <- NP VP 
NP <- NN 
IfP <- NNS 
IfP <- IfP CC IfP 
VP <- VB IfP 
VP <- VB 

This shows that a sentence(S) can be written as a 
sentence body(S-body) followed by a period. A sen
tence body is a noun phrase( N P) followed by a verb 
phrase( VP). A noun phrase is composed of a singular 
noun(NN), a plural noun(NNS), or two noun phrases 
with a coordinating conjunction (CC) between them. 
A verb phrase is composed of a verb( VB) followed by 
a noun phrase or just a verb. 
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Each of the rules in the grammar is associated with 
a confidence score which indicates the priority of the 
rule in comparison to other rules. A rule with a high 
score means that it is more likely to be used. 

The parser is a bottom-up chart parser. A chart 
is a graph, that is a set of nodes and a set of edges 
linking them. As a data structure, the chart provides 
a general, flexible, efficient and economic framework 
for parsing. Basically, our parser is a Cocke-Kasami
Younger(CKY) parser([16]). Every constituent or 
structure derived during parsing is recorded as an edge 
and every edge represents a completed constituent. 
This property restricts the number of edges in the 
chart during parsing. Edges are organized as trees 
or forests in which some parent edges may share the 
same child edge. 

If parsing succeeds, it will print out the parse tree 
represented by the "fl' edge with highest confidence 
score. All possible complete parse trees, can be gener
ated in order of decreasing confidence score. If pars
ing fails, the parser will work as a partial parser and 
print out parse trees for fragments of the input word 
sequence. 

4 Experimental Results 

We chose 3 articles, A06, G02 and J42, from the 
Brown Corpus as test samples. The Brown Cor
pus is a collection of 500 samples of English texts, each 
of which contains approximately 2000 words([12]). 
A06 is a collection of six short articles from the 
Newark Evening News. G02 is from an article "To
ward a Concept of National Responsibility" from The 
Yale Review. J42 is from a book "The Political Foun
dation of International Law'. Some further informa
tion about the sample articles is listed in Table. 1. 

Article Num. .Num. of .Average .MalClmal. 
of Sentences Lenreh of Lenreh of 

Words Sen ence Sen ence 
AUt :l:l. /SIS :l5. L5 
G02 :26' ~t> :l~. b~ 

.J4:l :l;tt}!oI (5 3U.25 /SIS 
total 6749 ;t4~ ;t .. . :l: ISIS 

Table 1: Information about the test samples 

First, the parser was applied to the sentences from 
those articles. The results of parsing on the plain 
ASCII text are shown in Table. 2. For 204 out of 
248 sentences(82.2%), the parser generated at least 
one complete parse tree. For those sentences with
out a complete parse tree, we found they contained 
some syntactic structures that were not covered by the 
grammar. The parser generated partial parse trees 
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for most of the sentences that failed to be parsed 
completely. We manually checked the most preferred 
parse trees generated for the sentences from G02 to 
see whether they were correct. For 45 out of 76 sen
tences, the most preferred parse trees are correct if 
we ignore prepositional phrase attachment and con
junct scoping problems. For the remaining sentences 
from G02 with complete parse trees, the most pre
ferred parse trees are partially correct. In Table. 2, 
the high standard deviation( (J") values show that the 
number of edges created, the parsing time, and the 
number of complete trees generated, vary significantly 
from sentence to sentence. 

Table 2: Result of Sentence Parsing 

Next, we used all the sentences from the three arti
cles to test the application of the parser for text recog
nition. After printing those sentences with ditroffin a 
12 point font on paper using a laser printer, text im
ages were created by digitizing the paper. The text im
ages were segmented into sentences, and further into 
word images. Using a word recognition program which 
is based on word shape analysis([6]), the top ten word 
candidates were generated for each word image (for 
the frequent function words such as "a", "the" and 
"of', and punctuation marks, the recognizer gener
ates just one word candidate). On average, there are 
7.78 word candidates for each word image. 

The relaxation algorithm generates the two best 
choices for each word by using word collocation con
straints. Here, only collocation constraints for adja
cent words are used. The data for word collocation 
constraints are collected by training on the Brown 
Corpus which has more than one million words. 

If we use the word collocation data collected from 
the Brown Corpus, including our test articles: 
A06, G02 and J42, after relaxation, about 97.9% 
of the correct word candidates still remained in top-2 
lists(see Table. 3). The parser selected word candi
dates from the top-2 correctly for 89.4% of the words 
and also provided a parse tree for further processing. 
The average time for parsing a sentence is less than 
four minutes while the average number of edges cre
ated in the parser is only about 10,000. 

If we use the word collocation data collected from 
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urn. 0 urn. 0 of\jd~~· vg ,me vg um. 
Article Correct Correct of of 

Ca.ndida.tea Ca.ndida.tea Genera.ted Pa.uing Complete 
R.erna.ining Pa.ne Selected per per 

After Sentence Sentence per ln top-2 
After Pa.raing (.ec.) Sentence 

R xa.tion 

cr = 9295 (I = 326 

cr = 11279 cr = 229 

cr = 1~.556 cr = 381 
to . 

cr = 11978 cr = 320 

Table 3: Result of Word Lattice Parsing(using whole 
Brown Corpus as Training Data) 

all the articles in the Brown Corpus except the test 
articles: A06,G02 and J42, the performance of the 
parser dropped(see Table. 4). The overall correct rate 
of relaxation is 86.4% and the parser correctly selects 
76.2% of the words. The reason for the drop is that 
the relaxation algorithm did not have as reliable col
location data as before. This result suggests that the 
training corpus is not large enough. 

Article 
urn. 0 ~um. 0 Aof\jd~~- vg ~ lme AVg J~urn 

Correct Correct pa.~:ing of 
Candida.tea Candida.tea Generated Complete 
R.ema.ining Selected per per Pa.rae 

m top-2 After Sentence Sentence per 
After PUlling (eec.) Sentence 

Rela.xa.tion 
AOO d .. 8f'J'o) (N;~) a ':"~~87 

.,. 
a ':"2~2 

uu. 
(8"s~i%) (78.2%) a "':'1't458 '-'.0 

a ''::'255 
a. (816~;%) (Ng%) " ~~~~:14: ., ,.u 

a '':\~8 
to • (8~8~%) (7's'.;il!,) a .!!·1~1298 ;" ., • '~3~3 

Table 4: Result of Word Lattice Parsing(using all texts 
in Brown Corpus except A06, G02 and J42 as Training 
Data) 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we described a visual text recogni
tion and understanding system and focused on the 
probabilistic lattice chart parser it contains. The pre
liminary results are encouraging. They confirmed our 
belief that linguistic constraints are a powerful way to 
improve visual text recognition performance, and that 
visual text recognition and NLU should be integrated 
tightly. The data structure and algorithm of our lat
tice parser is efficient for both sentence parsing and 
OCR postprocessing. The simple constraints used to 
prune a parse tree and to reduce the search space are 
powerful. Experimental results on over 6,000 words of 
text showed it was possible to improve word recogni
tion performance from 13 percent correct to nearly 80 
percent correct. 
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